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Abstract
Penobscot Field is located in the Sable Sub-basin in Nova Scotia, Canada, where a 3D seismic acquisition campaign was 
carried out in 1991 and also two oil wells were previously drilled (L-30 and B-41). In the interpreted seismic data, a dis-
crepancy was found in the travel times of the seismic waves near well B-41, causing a false structural height in the 
Naskapi Member, Mississauga Formation (Early Cretaceous or Lower Cretaceous) and deeper formations (10 to 15 ms, i.e. 
approximately 25 m). It was decided to  nd a solution of this problem using synthetic models. First, making a delimita-
tion of the study area by means of a seismic subcube, which were later interpreted surfaces of interest, through the well 
data. The average velocity and density properties were found for each interpreted strata. Subsequently, a 2D seismic 
 acquisition was simulated, choosing a line that crossed both wells and through the use of ray traces, synthetic shot 
 gathers were obtained and processed through the use of di  erent seismic migration tests, and the  nal solution was 
found to be Kirchho   pre-stacking migration in depth.
Keywords:
High Velocity Anomaly; Mississauga Formation; Nova Scotia, Canada; Lower and Upper Cretaceous; Ray Tracing; Kirchho   
PSTM and PSDM.
1. Introduction
In the hydrocarbon exploration stage, seismic meth-
ods have the main role in the acquisition stage, as well as 
during the subsequent processing of the seismic data 
and,  nally, the interpretation of the data which the  rst 
descriptions of the basin, both structurally and strati-
graphically, is acquired (Alsadi, 2017). For all the phas-
es mentioned above, an excellent application of seismic 
methods is needed, or else there can be large losses of 
invested money, such as in the Penobscot Field located 
offshore in Nova Scotia, where a 3D seismic acquisition 
was performed by the Nova Scotia Offshore Petroleum 
Board back in 1991, with an approximate area of 66Km2 
(5.5Km x 12Km), where subsequently a problem in the 
interpretation of the data was found in the travel times of 
the seismic waves.
This area is comprised of clastic and carbonate se-
quences which were formed from the Pangea rupture 
stage, later depositing the interest formations in this re-
search (Wyandot and Mississauga Formation) Wyandot 
being a carbonate platform from the Late Cretaceous 
and, moreover, this formation caused the problem in 
travel time, due to an imperceptible anomaly (around 
12m) (García & Omaña, 2019), while the Mississauga 
Formation is a sandstone and the target formation is in 
the exploratory phase, due to the possible existence of 
hydrocarbon in it. However, for the present investiga-
tion, this formation is the focus because of the travel 
time problems.
It is necessary to mention that, in its exploration phase 
of the Penobscot Field, two wells were drilled (Penob-
scot L-30 and Penobscot B-41) which had the main ob-
jective to verify the existence of hydrocarbons in two 
structural highs that are in contact with reverse faults, 
however, the obtained results were not entirely positive, 
because well B-41 was not a producer, although traces of 
oil were found in it (Crane & Clack, 1992).
When the data was being interpreted, an advance in 
the travel times was found in the Mississauga Formation 
(approximately 15ms) in the vicinity of well B-41 which 
could possibly be caused by a discrepancy in the closing 
times in the time maps in comparison to similar ones in 
depth (Campbell et al., 2015). This anomaly could be 
produced by sudden velocity changes in shallow re-
gions, since a hypothesis similar to this was declared in 
the interpretation report (Crane & Clack, 1992) which 
mentions this as the main cause of the Wyandot forma-
tion. On the other hand, the advance in time could have 
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happened by not taking into account the anomaly in the 
seismic processing stage due to the fact that it was im-
perceptible (García & Omaña, 2019).
It was possible to identify such an anomaly by means 
of seismic and petrophysical analyses (attributes and 
well log analyses), delimiting it laterally and vertically, 
observing that it was imperceptible to seismic resolution 
(García & Omaña, 2018).
Due to the previously reported literature, which also 
stated the importance of seismic methods, this study 
aimed to apply the use of synthetic models to solve prob-
lems of this type which could not only be applied to this 
 eld, but also can be applied in other regions, obtaining 
better seismic sections and better comprehension about 
anomaly behaviours.
It was decided to use a seismic subvolume where the 
anomaly was delimited, to interpret as many surfaces as 
possible, which in conjunction with petrophysical analy-
ses (Gardner’s equation) (Gardner, 1974), generates a 
geological model obtaining synthetic seismic gathers 
(via ray tracing and seismic acquisition) with the pur-
pose of correcting the effect caused by the anomaly in 
the processing phase.
2.  Geographical location 
of the study area
The study area is located in Canada, speci  cally in the 
Nova Scotia Basin, Sable Sub-basin, southeast of the 
country and northeast of Sable Island (see Figure 1), a 
region corresponding to a passive margin transition zone 
and the seismic cube coordinates are shown in Table 1.
3.  Tectono-stratigraphic evolution 
of the Nova Scotia Basin
This basin has four tectonic processes (pre-rift, syn-
rift, early post-rift and late post-rift) which were the 
cause of the tectono-stratigraphic evolution, giving rise 
to each of the formations.
3.1. Pre-rift
Before the rupture phase, the Nova Scotia Basin con-
sisted of platforms and depocenters, whose limits could 
be de  ned in some regions by oceanic fractures where 
their extensions reached the surface (Welsink et al., 
1989). On the other hand, there was a subsidence due to 
thermal effects, which occurred by an increase in the 
depth of the basement, subsequently giving rise to the 
formation of the basin in the Pangea rupture (Sayers, 
2013).
3.2. Syn-rift
The rupture of the ocean  oor began in the Upper or 
Late Triassic, about 225 million years ago and, by that 
time, the basin was in a quasi-equatorial position, shar-
Table 1: Coordinates of the Seismic Cube of the Penobscot 
Field, based on the Spheroid with central meridian 
of -63° according to North American Datum NAD83





Figure 1: Location of the study area.
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ing territory with what it is nowadays known as Moroc-
co, and therefore, the Palaeozoic rocks of both areas 
have af  nity, and this rupture carried on until the expan-
sion of oceanic  oor in the Early Jurassic period (Wade 
& MacLean, 1990; Albertz, et. al., 2010). Due to tec-
tonism, the Tethys Ocean started to expand, having the 
deposition of carbonate and clastic sediments (Iroquis 
and Mohican Formation; McIver, 1972), after that in the 
Middle Jurassic the Abenaki, Mohawk, Mic-Mac and 
Verrill Canyon Formations were deposited (see Figure 
2), having a great deposit complexity (Weston, et al., 
2012).
3.3. Early post-rift
By this time, the seabed was already deeper, approxi-
mately 1000m, in the Middle Jurassic, forming a carbon-
ate platform (Abenaki Formation), however, in the Late 
Jurassic, these platforms were cut by rivers when the sea 
level dropped, thus forming complex deltas and trans-
porting a signi  cant amount of clastic sediments depos-
Figure 2: Lithostratigraphic column during the Triassic and Jurassic. 
Modi  ed from Smith et al. (2015)
Figure 3: Lithostratigraphic column during the Cretaceous, 
Tertiary and Quaternary. Modi  ed from Smith et al. (2015)
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iting into the Mic-Mac Formation (Kidston, et al., 2002; 
Weston et al., 2012).
3.4. Late post-rift
This tectonic stage was when most of the formations 
were deposited, beginning with the deposition of Missis-
sauga Formation members (Middle and Lower) (Wade 
& MacLean, 1990; Jansa and Noguera, 1990) sepa-
rated by a diachronic, carbonated and seismic marker on 
the platform (O-Marker) in the early Cretaceous (Pe-
Piper & Mckay, 2006). Due to regional transgression, 
the shales of the Naskapi Member were deposited, this 
same process was the cause of the 1200m thick deposit 
of the Logan Canyon Formation. In the late Cretaceous, 
the basin had a rise in sea level, during this process the 
deposit of the Wyandot Formation (carbonate) occurred, 
however, it was observed that this formation suffered 
massive transport that reworked the limestone and 
moved it towards the basin as described by Smith et al. 
(2010). Finally, upon the Wyandot Formation, mudstone 
and sandstone were deposited in the Cainozoic, and gave 
rise to the Banquereau Formation (McIver, 1972) (see 
Figure 3).
4. Methodology
All the data used in this research was derived from two 
wells (L-30 and B-41) and a seismic cube which was re-
duced because the acquisition area was larger than the 
problem area, which led to a seismic subvolume with an 
area of 16 km2 (4 km x 4 km) (see Figure 4). It should be 
noted that these wells were already calibrated with seis-
mics (García & Omaña, 2018; Figure 5), therefore, we 
proceeded to interpret the seismic horizons of interest.
4.1. Interpretation of seismic horizons
In order to have a good simulation by ray tracing, a 
large number of surfaces should be interpreted, and for 
that reason, twelve seismic horizons of interest were in-
terpreted (see Figure 6), which were:
• Eight formation tops (Banquereau, Wyandot, Daw-
son Canyon, Logan Canyon, Mississauga superior, 
Mississauga media, Mic-Mac and Abenaki).
• One member (Naskapi)
• One regional marker (O-Marker)
• Two maximum  ooding surfaces (MFS) belonging 
to the Banquereau formation.
Figure 5: Well B-41 calibrated with seismics (red dotted 
spheres are where it was picked)
Figure 4: Seismic sub volume used and positions of the wells 
(seismic measurement was 6000 ms)
Figure 6: Interpreted seismic surface
4.2. Geomechanical modelling
A diversity of factors in  uence the coef  cients of 
seismic re  ection, such as velocity and density of rocks, 
which is why one can get a relationship between them 
and as a result, the re  ection coef  cients can be obtained 
from velocity (Gardner et al., 1974).
Due to the inside of the upper region of well logs, 
where there was no speed and density information and 
keeping in mind that there is a relationship between 
these properties, it was decided to model them, both in 
clays (Banquereau Formation) and carbonates (Wyandot 
Formation), thus obtaining two velocity-density and ve-
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locity-depth relationships, completing, in this way, the 
logs for both wells.
4.3. Properties and synthetic geological section
To obtain the properties of a geological model,  rst, 
all the interpreted surfaces were converted from time to 
depth, by means of a RMS cube (see Figure 7). Subse-
quently, by analysing both wells, the average velocity 
and density properties were obtained, as well as an ap-
proximate thickness of each of the horizons. As the goal 
was to examine the effects of the anomaly in deeper li-
thologies (Naskapi Member and Mississauga Forma-
tion) where it was observed before, these formations 
were  attened to perceive if any problem could occur 
(false structural high after ray tracing). After these steps, 
a 2D-section was taken between both wells, in which all 
acquisition aspects were simulated (see Figure 8).
4.4. Seismic processing
Having the synthetic shot gathers by means of ray 
tracing, the subsequent step was to perform them by 
seismic processing to initially observe the effect of the 
anomaly and, later, to be able to solve it by making use 
of the processing sequence established next in Figure 9.
5. Results
5.1. Interpretation of seismic horizons
Interpretations of twelve relevant seismic surfaces 
were performed (see Figure 10), in order to do a good 
ray tracing, simulating as many surfaces as possible. The 
surfaces presented in Figure 10 are ordered according to 
their depth with the Banquereau Formation being the 
shallowest and Abenaki the deepest. Also, it can be seen 
that in the vicinity of Well B-41 from the Mississauga 
Formation, an interpreted structural high exists.
5.2.  Completing the logs by geo-mechanical 
modelling
During the geo-mechanical modelling, the functions 
observed in Table 2 were obtained by means of the dif-
ferent graphs shown in Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 
13, for clays and carbonates in both wells. In Figure 11, 
it can be seen that while the velocity is growing, the den-
sity is higher too, since carbonates have faster lithology. 
Another remarkable thing is that in Well B-41, the mini-
mum density is higher than in Well L-30. On the other 
hand, the logs could be completed in velocity and den-
Fi gure 7: RMS cube
Fi gure 8: A 2D section and the wells’ locations
Figure 9: Seismic processing work  ow
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Figure 10: Seismic surface interpreted corresponding to some formations, members and MFS 
as listed in the  gure (Blue square: Well B-41; Green circle: Well L-30)
Fi gure 11: Gardner modelling in both wells
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Table 2: Functions attained by Gardner’s equations




Fi gure 12: Density vs depth in both wells
Fi gure 13: Density and velocity logs completed in both wells (1ft = 0.3048m)
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Table 3: Properties for every layer in the geological model
Surface Velocity (m/s) Density (g/cc) Formation Thickness (m)




MFS1 1800 2.13 175




Anomaly 3574 2.44 12
Dawson Canyon 2503 2.30 Dawson Canyon 233
Logan Canyon 3047 2.33
Logan Canyon
947
Naskapi 3485 2.36 103
Mississauga Superior 3651 2.32
Mississauga
158
O Marker 4323 2.50 49
Mississauga M-L 3841 2.42 725
Mic-Mac 4282 2.54 Mic-Mac 286
Abenaki 5307 2.66 Abenaki 450
Table 4: Properties of synthetic gathers
Property Value
Wavelet Ricker
Refraction velocity (m/s) 2500
Refraction frequency (Hz) 30
Refraction amplitude 2
Ground roll velocity (m/s) 300
Ground roll frequency (Hz) 10
Ground roll amplitude 4
Re  ection frequency (Hz) 25
Re  ection amplitude 1
Traces length (ms) 4000
Sampling interval (ms) 2
Figure 14: Synthetic geological model
Figure 15: Synthetic shot gather #59
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Figure 16: Raw data and gather after applying the step named “Amplitude enhancement”
Figure 17: Gather after applying Kirchho   pre-stack migration in time (PSTM) and depth (PSDM)
sity having the same tendency as was graphed in Figure 
12, getting  nally Figure 13.
5.3.  Properties and synthetic geological section
After having the information of density and velocity 
in each well, we proceeded to delimit each surface in 
depth and, thus, obtaining the properties mentioned in 
each interval, (the average values are summarized in 
Table 3)
Subsequently, by converting the surfaces from time to 
depth, a 2D geological model was obtained (see Figure 
14) and the anomaly was observed, as well as two com-
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pletely  at seismic horizons that represent the Naskapi 
Member and the Mississauga Formation.
5.4. Ray Tracing
An acquisition survey was designed for the geologi-
cal section shown in Figure 14, which was simulated by 
ray tracing, obtaining a set of 110 shot gathers, like the 
one shown in Figure 15, obtaining the properties shown 
in Table 3.
5.5. Seismic processing
The  rst thing to do was to load the raw data (see 
Figure 16) to apply the seismic processing sequence 
(see Figure 9) to attenuate the existing noise and obtain 
a greater amplitude of the re  ections and achieve the so-
lution to the problem caused by the anomaly. For that 
reason, in the raw data where the re  ection had low am-
plitude, seismic processing  ow was applied, thus im-
proving the amplitude. Also, it was possible to remove 
the existing noise and perceive the deepest re  ections 
without any problems.
On the other hand, after having the gathers with a 
good re  ection amplitude, the two algorithms of Kirch-
hoff pre- stack migration (see Figure 17) were applied 
in time (PSTM) as it was applied in the original data 
processed by CNSOPB and in depth (PSDM) because it 
was thought that it could eliminate any anomalous ef-
fect. In this way, the PSTM and PSDM were stacked to 
notice the effects caused by the anomaly in the Wyandot 
Formation and after that, the post-processes were ap-
plied (see Figure 18 and Figure 19)
After stacking, the PSTM gathers an uplift in the Nas-
kapi member that is still noticeable (see Figure 18), 
Figure 19: Stack of PSDM zoomed on the problem area
Figure 18: Stack of PSTM zoomed on the problem area
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even when this horizon in the geological model was  at-
tened, however, when stacking in depth migrated gath-
ers, it shows how the horizon (Naskapi Member) apply-
ing PSDM is  atter than the PSTM, getting a correction 
of the effect of the high-velocity anomaly caused inside 
the Wyandot Formation.
6. Conclusions
A pre-stack depth migration algorithm could provide 
the best possible response for complex structures, but 
in this study, it was seen that this is also true for subtle 
changes in velocity of a formation that can cause large 
differences (anomalies). Having, thus, a more real 
 seismic section, which will subsequently reduce those 
effects.
In this way, a possible solution to the problem was 
found,  rstly it was needed to identify the problem area 
to know how to act, which in this case, synthetic model-
ling was used. By means of synthetic modelling and ray 
tracing, it was noticeable how an imperceptible stratum 
with high velocity could affect the  nal seismic section. 
Even when this investigation was carried out taking into 
account a high velocity anomaly, this could be applied 
for an inverse case (low velocity anomaly) because it 
could be observed in the seismic section in an event 
deeper than it really is.
Also, with this research, it was possible to make a 
comparison between PSTM and PSDM noticing that 
PSDM gives a better (and more realistic) seismic sec-
tion, however, to achieve this, a good seismic processing 
work  ow is needed. On the other hand, synthetic model-
ling is a good way to obtain solutions for velocity prob-
lems in other  elds too.
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SAŽETAK
Rješavanje neuobi ajeno velikih brzina seizmi ki nerazlu ivih 
uporabom sinteti kih modela, polje Penobscot, Kanada
Polje Penobscot nalazi se u subbazenu Sable u Novoj Škotskoj, Kanada. Tamo je 1991. na injeno 3D seizmi ko snimanje 
te su izbušene dvije naftne bušotine (L-30 i B-41). U interpretiranim seizmi kim podatcima uo eno je odstupanje u o e-
kivanim seizmi kim brzinama u okolici bušotine B-41. Tako je ocrtano lažno strukturno uzdignu e unutar lana Naska-
pi (formacija Missisauge) i dublje (anomalija od 10 do 15 ms ili približno 25 m). Odlu eno je taj problem riješiti uporabom 
sinteti kih modela. Prvo su odre eni volumeni seizmi ke kocke, zatim površine za analizu te su uporabom bušotinskih 
podataka izra unane prosje ne brzine i gusto a za svaki interpretirani sloj. Nakon toga je na injen 2D seizmi ki model, 
koji je obuhvatio obje bušotine, pra enje sintetskih oblika, te Kirchho  ovu preseizmi ku i postseizmi ku dubinsku 
 migraciju.
Klju ne rije i:
visoka brzina anomalija, formacija Missisauge, Nova Škotska, Kanada, donji i gornji kredni, Ray-Tracing, Kirchho   
PSTM i PSDM
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